
This paper attempts to analyze the effectiveness of various 
solar photovoltaic microgrid implementations using four case 
studies as reference – all developers based in India. The case 
studies differ primarily in their finance model. Two of the 
case studies focus on fully subsidized developers, one 
partially subsidized, and one for profit. This analysis attempts 
to address the complex and multilevel benefits and costs 
associated with each finance model. 

Efficiency
• The fully subsidized models are by far the most expensive to install per kW of output. 

There are several possible explanations for this. 
• More remote locales
• Crowding out
• Poor maintenance

Equity
• Fully Subsidized are unsurprisingly, also the most equitable

• As defined by highest electrification rates and lowest cost to the consumer
• Incomplete market caused by:

• Lack of liquidity (Subsistence agriculture)
• Predatory microfinanciers

• Wide vs. deep installation models
• Can’t benefit fully from electrification

Reliability
• Partially subsidized and for-profit are the most reliable providers over the long-term

• Tariff collection as a mechanism for reliability
• Oversight of private contractors
• Separation of role responsibility between consumers and providers

For the analysis, cases 
were analyzed using a 
variety of holistic and 
quantitative measures. 
An excellent model for 
representing the factors 
responsible for the 
success or failure of a 
microgrid is represented 
to the right, courtesy of 
the UN. Case studies 
were derived from a 
variety of sources and 
distilled into their 
comparable factors, 
especially the relative 
costs, consumer 
satisfaction and long 
term life span. 
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Under the limitations of modern technology, partial subsidization 
strikes the balance between efficiency and equity to maximize social 
welfare, given the implementation of the right market incentives and 
effective collaboration with the private market. Although the tariff 
system of this model inevitably leads to reduced coverage, the 
reliability, scalability, and sustainability advantages from identifying 
customers by their willingness to pay cannot be overstated. 

Ultimately, given the trends in solar PV technology and general 
reductions in poverty across India will almost inevitably lead to a 
time when the cost of installing solar PV microgrids is reduced to 
the point of being relatively negligible as a percentage of consumer 
income. Working in conjunction with this are the trends, especially 
in India, of increasing tariffs or reducing subsidies for traditional 
fossil fuels. This will make solar, and other renewable sources of 
electricity competitive to the point of objective economic efficiency. 
Cost reduction, combined with an increased ability to pay will 
reduce the barriers to entering the market for entrepreneurs. At this 
point, the need for Indian governmental assistance will shrink to the 
point of regulation. However, due to the economic development 
benefits, and in the interests of social welfare, I propose that MNRE 
adopt a general policy of partially subsidizing solar PV microgrid 
projects.

Within this paper factors such as efficiency, business 
sustainability, coverage, load capacity, reliability, lifespan, 
and impact on the community are carefully weighed and 
considered in order to make judgement on which model is 
best adopted as a universal approach in India, and other 
developing countries. The analysis concludes that in the 
short-term, coupled with policy reforms, partial subsidization 
is the best course for ensuring maximum social welfare. 
Ultimately this is an attempt to reframe the issue of climate 
change from an obligation to an opportunity. To accomplish 
this, this paper emphasizes subsidy structures and the 
positive socioeconomic impact of electrification.
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Table 3.1 A comparison of the microgrids examined in the context of this paper.

Microgrid Model Developer Capital Cost (per kW) Connection Fee ($) Monthly Tariff ($) Coverage Rate Load Capacity Operation and Maintenance

CREDA 9800 5 0.08 80-90% 2 CFLs Good

OREDA 8150 None 0.18-0.55 >90% 2 CFLs, Phone Charger Poor

PS WBREDA 4500 Dependent 1.28 - 4.32 0.75 Variable Excellent

FP Mera Gao 1500 0.4 0.4 0.6 Variable, 2 CFLs Excellent
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